
 
 

Karen Azer and Bill Locher are delighted to be co-chairing the Johnstown Symphony Orchestra’s (JSO) Annual Fund Drive.  

We’ve set an optimistic 2017 campaign goal of $100,000, and with your help, we are confident we can reach it.   

 

As past JSO Board Presidents, we both appreciate and admire our splendid orchestra and other performing groups.  We 

are grateful to the people of this region for supporting the JSO for 88 seasons, and we are working to ensure that our 

vibrant musical and educational programs have a reliable future.  We believe deeply that education and the arts are vital 

to the long-term vitality and resilience of the region and its citizens. 

 

This season began a New Era as we welcomed Maestro James Blachly as the 12th Music Director and Conductor of the 

JSO.  Over the past 88 years the orchestra has developed into the quality of a major metropolitan orchestra, and under 

Maestro Blachly’s direction the orchestra will reach the next level of artistic achievement.  

 

Since 1929 the JSO has provided opportunities for all age groups within the organization, not only for performing 

purposes, but also for education.  The choruses for singers, both adults and children, a youth orchestra for young 

instrumentalists as well as a community group for older instrumentalists, all benefit from the professional leadership 

provided by the JSO.  In addition to the paid professional musicians of the JSO, each is a quality performing group that 

presents its own concerts as well as often joining the JSO performances throughout the area. 

 

Orchestras and arts and cultural organizations across the country are struggling to survive and remain responsive to the 

needs of their communities.  Ticket sales provide less than 20% of the costs for all of our activities.  With your financial 

help, we can continue to beat the odds and maintain the JSO as the premiere cultural and educational arts organization 

in our community and the region.  We believe in ourselves, but we believe that the arts and arts education are vital 

heartbeats of a resilient region and its citizens.  Your continued help provides the solid foundation for our efforts and 

shows other funding agencies that we have earned your respect and support. 

 

Thank you so much for your past contributions and your continuing generosity.  The JSO is the heart of a rich and diverse 

artistic and cultural heritage.  Together we will keep that heart beating vigorously into the future. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

  
Karen Azer   Bill Locher 

AF Co-chairs 


